Report FROM JURY PRESIDENT RODNEY BLOIS

of the
2019 China International ANR OPEN & National Light Aircraft Championship
China, 13/20 Nov 2019

This open championship was organized by ASFC (Air Sports Federation of China) and technically managed by the experienced team from Spain:

- Jesús Más - Deputy Jury Member
- Pedro Cabañero - International Chief Judge
- Alberto Diaz de la Quintana - Route Planner
- Kiko de Carlos - Scoring System

There were no protests and the Jury was not required to make any decisions.

It was unfortunate that there was a near total lack of cooperation from the Chinese military. The airfield and associated facilities were top quality. The efforts of the ASFC personnel to make a success of this Championship could not be faulted.

Very little flying was possible. This event had been planned for a long time down to the last minute for all flights and times. But aircraft had taxied out and were at the threshold, when the military telephoned to forbid all flying.

GAC cannot entertain another bid from China until reliable access to airspace is assured.
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